
CENTER for LEGISLATIVE ADVOCACY

ALLIANCE DEFENDING FREEDOM

Alliance Defending Freedom is an alliance-building legal organization that advocates 
for the right of people to freely live out their faith. We partner with those who 
have a shared commitment to defending religious liberty, the sanctity of life, free 
speech, and marriage and family.  We are the largest religious liberty legal advocacy 
organization in the world, and we are dedicated to winning.

played a 
role in 

63
victories at 

the us supreme 
court.

since 2011, we 
have served as 

lead counsel or 
co-counsel in 

15
scotus wins.

won nearly

80%
of all cases

The Center for Legislative Advocacy at ADF works with legislators and their staff to 
advocate for the following fundamental principles in state legislatures and Congress:

SECURING FREE SPEECH for all. 
GUARANTEEING THE RIGHT TO LIFE from conception to natural death.
RESTORING RELIGIOUS FREEDOM to its status as a fundamental right. 
ENSURING THE LAW REFLECTS THE TRUTH about marriage, the family, 
and human sexuality.
GUARANTEEING THE FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF PARENTS to direct the 
upbringing and education of their children.  

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES WE UPHOLD

As legislators create laws that support the principles above, the Center for Legislative 
Advocacy is able to provide you with unique and effective resources: 

1. LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING AND CONSULTATION
Provide top-notch constitutional analysis of legislation and regulations.
Assist with drafting legislation and providing suggestions and amendments to
existing bill drafts.
Share a library of legislative options that advance each fundamental principle.

2. TESTIMONY
Provide persuasive expert testimony in legislative hearings.
Share real and compelling client stories to demonstrate how laws or proposed
legislation impacts constituents’ constitutional rights.

3. MESSAGING SUPPORT AND TOOLKITS
Create and provide effective, tested messaging on legislation.
Provide media training for legislators, ensuring you can answer the toughest questions.
For certain legislative options, we have information and messaging toolkits, giving you
easy access to all the resources you need on these bills.

HOW WE SUPPORT POLICYMAKERS

HOW CAN ADF ASSIST YOU IN THESE ADVOCACY AREAS?
CONTACT ADF STATE GOVERNMENT RELATIONS MANAGER JESSICA FLINT 

JFLINT@ADFLEGAL.ORG | (406) 546-5104




